L AUNCH
FOOD
DISRUP TI V E INNOVATION W ITH GLOBA L REINFORCEMENT

BIOFORTIFIED GRAINS, VIRTUAL
REALITY, AND MORE: HOW LAUNCH
INNOVATORS ARE DISRUPTING
NUTRITION
RESILIENT FOOD SYSTEMS AND
SUSTAINABLE DIETS: PERSPECTIVES
LOCAL AND GLOBAL
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE
OF FOOD LOOK LIKE?

I’ve been battling away on this project for three years, and now I’m in
a process where a lot of that is curated with me. For me personally,
once I was in the LAUNCH community, I felt that this was real.”
- C H E F R O B E R T O L I V E R , L A U N C H F O O D I N N O VAT O R :
PAC IF IC ISL A NDS FOOD R E VOLU T ION
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WELCOME

N

ever before have we had the knowledge, technology, and capacity
to solve the world’s most pressing problems. Through innovation
and cross-sector collaboration, we have the ability to create an
inclusive future where every individual has the promise of living up to
their highest potential.

CLICK TO
WAT C H

LAUNCH is the catalyst for this new paradigm. Since 2009, we have
successfully designed, developed, and delivered 12 challenges resulting
in the acceleration of more than 100 innovators. Our theory of change:
by leveraging diverse networks, we can transcend the limitations of
organizational silos, enabling transformative innovations to reach
maximum potential.
In 2016, for the first time, we turned our focus to food. With our LAUNCH
Food and LAUNCH Legends programs, we called for solutions that could
shift the way we grow, process, and interact with food — solutions that
could ultimately help create a healthier, more nourished world. We asked
innovators for ideas that could move systems on a global level and change
hearts and minds on a hyper-local level.
Funding from the Australian Aid program has allowed a number of our
innovators to initiate pilots in the Indo-Pacific region in collaboration with
local communities. The severity of the malnutrition crisis in the region,
combined with the richness of the local innovation ecosystem, means that
our nutrition-focused collaborative projects in the region have enormous
potential.
Throughout this digital magazine you’ll hear voices from communities
across the Pacific and around the world — the innovators and network
members, from Suva to Arkansas, whom we’ve met along this journey. We
are honored to share these stories with you and to learn, with you, how we
can make our world better together.
THE L AUNCH TE AM
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VIEW OUR
INTRO TO THE
L AUNCH FOOD
PROGR AM

Breaking the Mould, the pioneering plasma
treatment that delays mold growth on fresh
produce, is demonstrated here on an avocado.

Lots of people think the solution to the malnutrition crisis
around the world is to produce more food, but I challenge
that idea. I think we should focus on maximizing the food we
already have, reducing the amount we’re wasting through
incorrect transport, inadequate storage, or poor conditions
around the home.”
- KIRST Y BAYLISS, BRE AKING THE MOULD
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ABOUT L AUNCH

OUR IMPAC T

LAUNCH was founded in 2009 by NASA, USAID, the
U.S. Department of State, NIKE, and SecondMuse.
Our mission is to LAUNCH and scale innovations
that can change the world through the power of
aligned communities and networks. Our moonshot
is System0 — a future of infinite prosperity with
zero injustice for all. In 12 cycles we have learned
what it takes to make a network thrive: Capital,
Credibility, Capacity, Connectivity, Creativity.

2,300 Innovators Vetted
102 Innovators Accelerated
80% Innovator Success Rate
$140M+ Direct Funding to Innovators
$0.5B+ Additional Funding Influenced
$ 4.3B+ Social and Environmental Impact
95M+ People reached Globally via Digital Engagement
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L E T ’S WA L K T HR O U G H
THE NUMBERS

WH Y FOOD?

The global community has made great strides in curbing
hunger worldwide: in the past 25 years, the number of
undernourished people has decreased almost 45%. (That’s
216 million people no longer going hungry!). Still, hunger
remains a huge public health problem: it kills more people
every year than malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS combined.

L AUNCH FOOD:
A QUEST FOR ANSWERS

Undernutrition now accounts for 11% of the global burden
of disease and is considered the number one risk to health
worldwide. Developing countries bear the heaviest burden —
12.9% of people in developing countries are undernourished,
compared to 10.8% of the global population as a whole. As
the world makes significant strides towards reducing hunger
and undernutrition, poor diets are creating a global health
crisis.

F

ood is a complex, sensitive, and central part
of our larger global systems. Everything
from climate change and natural weather
events, to financial markets and consumer
behavior, to cultural norms and pressures, to
political upheavals and population movements
affects the way we access food, how we eat, and
what food we desire.

While laypeople may associate malnutrition with hunger, the
problem actually takes a number of forms — one of which
is obesity. Worldwide, 1 in 3 adults aged over 18 years is
overweight and 1 in 10 is obese, increasing their likelihood
of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, various cancers and
osteoarthritis. And while it may seem counterintuitive, some
of the regions hardest-hit by undernutrition also have high
rates of obesity. The co-incidence of under- and overnutrition
is known as the “double burden”.

In 2016, LAUNCH took on a challenge we’ve never
addressed before: food. With two interrelated
challenges — the global LAUNCH Food call for
innovations and the regionally-focused LAUNCH
Legends call for innovative storytelling proposals
— LAUNCH asked innovators around the world
to imagine how their work could improve global
health outcomes by enabling people to make
healthy food choices.

Malnutrition isn’t just a health problem — it also has major
economic consequences. People who were undernourished
as children are conservatively estimated to earn 10-20% less
over the course of their lifetimes. In other words, hunger
is a serious hindrance to economic empowerment, slowing
growth and perpetuating the cycle of poverty.
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CLICK TO
WAT C H

WAT C H L AU N C H ’S S H O R T D O C U ME N TA R Y
E X P L O R IN G E F F O R T S T O C O MB AT
O B E S I T Y A ND U ND E R N U T R I T I O N
IN T O N G A A ND T IM O R- L E S T E .

SPOTLIGHT
O N T HE PA C IF I C
ABOVE
Processed, imported
foods, like the instant
noodles pictured here,
have exacerbated the
health crisis in the
Indo-Pacific region.

These challenges are particularly severe in
the Indo-Pacific region — in fact, experts
increasingly view this region as the ‘canary in
the coal mine’ for the growing global challenge
of malnutrition.The region accounts for nearly
63% of the world’s chronically hungry people.

innovations sourced through the LAUNCH Food
program with high potential to positively affect
health outcomes in the Indo-Pacific region. As
a result, the LAUNCH team has looked to the
region as a promising venue in which to pilot
new approaches to nutrition interventions.

Nine out of the ten countries with the highest
rates of overweight and obese adults are in the
Indo-Pacific region.

WIth LAUNCH Food and LAUNCH Legends, we
called for innovative solutions with the potential
to transform food systems worldwide.

in Melanesia, over one third of children under
age five are stunted as a result of chronic
undernutrition.
Diabetes prevalence among adults in the Pacific
region is among the highest in the world,
topping 47% in American Samoa.
In Tonga, the BBC reports, “up to 40% of the
population is thought to have type 2 diabetes
and life expectancy is falling. One of the main
causes is a cheap, fatty kind of meat — known
as mutton flaps — imported from New Zealand.”
At the beginning of the LAUNCH Food challenge,
the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade allocated up to AUD $5 million to

LAUNCH FOOD was a call for supply-or demand-

side innovations that could ultimately make
food healthier and more accessible.
LAUNCH LEGENDS was a call for projects using

cutting-edge storytelling technologies, like
virtual/alternate reality, 360˚ video, and
gamification, to draw attention to malnutrition
issues in the Indo-Pacific and help restore
pride in traditional diets among Indo-Pacific
communities.
AFTER VETTING NEARLY 300 APPLICATIONS,
WE SELECTED 13 INSPIRING INNOVATORS.
MEET THEM ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Biofortification: An Agricultural
Approach to Improving Nutrition
BEV POSTMA
Staple food crops enriched to provide
between 25% and 100% of daily
requirements for vitamin A,
iron, and zinc.

Future of Food: Edible Insects
DARREN GOLDIN, KELLY HAGEN
High-quality protein products
made from sustainably farmed,
free-range insects.

Telenor Mobile Agriculture
HABIB SAQIB, OBAID KHAN
A customized mobile agricultu
advisory and direct farmer-toconsumer eCommerce platfor

Coffee Flour
DIPIKA MATTHIAS
Nutritionally dense flour
made from discarded
coffee cherry pulp and skin.

Foodwall
MARC NOYCE, BRENDAN CONDON
A modular, user-friendly, and
extremely water-efficient urban
food growing system.

Evaptainers
JEREMY FRYER-BIGGS,
SERENA HOLLMEYER TAYLOR
A robust, efficient, and low-cost
refrigeration solution powered by
only water and sunlight.

Countries of impact
LAUNCH Food Innovator
LAUNCH Legends Innovator

FoodSwitch
BRUCE NEAL
A program that helps shoppers
choose better foods, industry
make healthier products, and
government set effective policies.

Breaking the Mold
KIRSTY BAYLISS
A plasma-based treatment
that extends the life of fresh produce
by delaying mold growth.

LAUNCH Innovators
#LAUNCHFood • launch.org/food • @LAUNCHorg
*LAUNCH Legends is a program supported by the10 Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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LAUNCH FOOD

INNOVATIONS FOR A HEALTHIER WORLD
MILESTONES

Smart Food
JOANNA KANE-POTAKA
Popularizing Smart Food
– food that is good for
you, the planet, and the
farmer - starting with
millets and sorghum.

ure
rm.

Here are just a few of the milestones
the LAUNCH Food program has achieved
since September 2016:
The Ministries of Health and Education
of Tonga and Fiji are working with
two LAUNCH Legends producers on
an immersive storytelling program
for healthy eating tied to their school
curricula beginning in Feb 2018.

The Digital Farmhand
SALAH SUKKARIEH
A data-driven digital platform
connecting small-scale farmers
to a global growing community
while helping increase
growing capacity.

For their work on LAUNCH Food, DFAT’s
innovationXchange were finalists at the
IPAA ACT Innovation Awards, making it
onto a shortlist from 68 applications.

Pacific Islands Food
Revolution (PIFR)
ROBERT OLIVER
A health education
initiative tailored to audiences in
the Pacific Islands that includes
a reality TV format, multimedia
and creation of a social
movement.

LAUNCH Legends*
Millipede
WIL MONTE
Our Secret Island is a gamebased learning platform that will teach,
inspire, and engage young children in Tonga
in healthy eating and traditional foods
through fun gameplay, music, and culture.

*LAUNCH Legends is a program sponsored by the
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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LAUNCH’s short film “Tonga and
Timor: Turning the Tide on Obesity
and Undernutrition” won a 2017 Telly
Award.
Our 360˚/VR story Eating With The
Seasons, featuring a journey to the
future of food in Timor-Leste, was the
centerpiece at the VR Lounge at USAID’s
Global Innovation Week 2017. It was
also featured at events in Canberra,
Australia; San Francisco; and New York
City as an example of development
agencies sharing the stories of
innovators in new and inspiring ways.

LAUNCH Legends*
S1T2
TASH TAN
Beyond the Stars is a creative
technology experience to inspire cultural
movements that bring pride back
to traditional healthy eating among
schoolchildren in Fiji.

@L AUNC Hor g

LAUNCH co-founder Todd Khozein
traveled to Suva, Fiji to join Australian
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop and Fijian
Minister of Health and Medical Services
Rosy Akbar as part of the LAUNCH Food
funding announcement. There, he spoke
on how network-centered innovation
can impact global development.
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T

he LAUNCH Food accelerator period has
proven to be a busy and exciting time for
our innovators — some are on the cusp of
expansion, while others are gaining ground with
newly established business models. Collectively,
they have attracted more than AUD $6.4 million in
funding over the course of the accelerator (March
to September 2017).

RE AD ON FOR HIGHLIGHTS

H A R V E S T P L U S was named one of four finalists for
100&Change, a competition for a single $100 million grant from
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. The global
challenge seeks bold solutions to critical problems of our time.
After careful consideration, the MacArthur Foundation’s Board
of Directors remains convinced HarvestPlus’ work provides a
viable and much needed solution to one of the world’s greatest
problems — hidden hunger.
E V A P T A I N E R S During the course of the LAUNCH Food
Accelerator, Evaptainers has won numerous recognitions for
their groundbreaking innovation, including the Gold Prize at
Food+City, Winner of Innovative Ideas and Technologies in
Agribusiness from UNIDO ITPO Italy, Winner of ASME ISHOW,
Winner of MIT Enterprise Forum Pan-Arab Innovate for
Refugees, and the People’s Choice Award Winner at FoodBytes
San Francisco. They were also recently one of the featured social
entrepreneurs at USAID’s Global Innovation Week, where they
pitched the potential impact of deploying Evaptainers around
the world. Finally, they have acquired written commitments
from three of the world’s biggest outdoor distributors to bring
Evaptainers to stores across the US.
T E L E N O R  M O B I L E  A G R I C U LT U R E  achieved a huge 
milestonewhentheir Khush’haal Zamindar (Prosperous Farmer)
platform reached four million farmers in Pakistan. They continue
to grow and s trengthen their focus on reaching more women
farmers — readmoreaboutthaton page 16.Now operational in
Punjab Province, with support from a DFAT grant, the team will
customize, contextualize, and localize the Prosperous Farmer
service and expand their range of suitable nutrition education
content, reaching up to ten million people.
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from the George Institute and Sydney University — read
more in the following article. Finally, they are working on
a proposal to create a Sky Farm in the heart of Melbourne
through a submission to the City of Melbourne’s Urban
Forest Fund. The project will aim to help feed Melbourne’s
food-insecure and supply fresh produce to local cafes,
restaurants, and the Melbourne Conference and
Exhibition Centre.

K IR S T Y B AY L I S S OF B R E A K ING T HE MO UL D has
had an eventful few months — just this summer, she has
been selected for:
• CSIRO’s On Prime accelerator
• Murdoch University’s Start Something program (and
she has been awarded its AgriStart Innovation Prize)
• Center for Entrepreneurial Research & Innovation
(CERI) Entrepreneurial Mindset bootcamp in Western
Australia.

J O A N N A K A N E - P O T A K A O F S M A R T F O O D has
been laying the groundwork to scale up her efforts to
get the world eating healthy and sustainable foods
that also benefit the farmers. Most recently, Joanna has
won approval from ICRISAT to establish the Smart Food
Endowment Fund, with an initial commitment of US $2m
and a target of $10m within three years. The ambition
is to create a $100m fund for Smart Food. “Winning
LAUNCH, and this being led by USAID and DFAT, was one
of the arguments I gave in my presentation to the Board
when I went through the risk assessment,” Joanna tells
the LAUNCH team. Thanks to a DFAT grant, the Smart
Food team will identify suitable smart foods in one IndoPacific country and one African country, and explore
whole of value chain approaches to popularize said foods.
Smart Food’s Kenya team is now working on the second
season of a Smart Food reality show, using input from a
LAUNCH council member representing the Jamie Oliver
Food Foundation. Finally, Smart Food has been working
with women’s groups in India to develop curriculum about
how to use smart foods to diversify diets and overcome
malnutrition and specific health problems, while also
bringing millets into school meal programs.

Breaking the Mould has been awarded a provisional patent
for the plasma treatment of fruit, vegetables, grains,
nuts, and seeds. With support from a DFAT investment,
Breaking the Mould will test and validate the technology
on a broad range of molds and produce (particularly
whole fruits and vegetables) in the Indo-Pacific region.
In September 2017, ROBER T OLI V ER presented
the first screening of his PAC IF IC ISL A NDS GOOD
R E VOLU T ION (PIFR) “sizzle” to senior ministers of
Samoa, Cook Islands, Vanuatu, Nauru, Tuvalu, Niue, New
Zealand, and the head of the Pacific Island Forum. Pacific
Island Food Revolution is a health education initiative
tailored to audiences in the Pacific Islands that includes
a reality TV format, multimedia, and creation of a social
movement.
F O O D S W I T C H is expanding operations! Their mobile
app recently launched in the US and Hong Kong. And,
with DFAT funds, FoodSwitch will trial in two Indo-Pacific
countries in order to engage food retailers, policy makers,
and consumers on the importance of having access to
healthy food options and making healthy food choices.

SALAH SUKKARIEH will trial his Digital Farmhand robotic
agriculture technology in up to three Pacific Islands
countries, thanks to a DFAT grant. Salah and his team are
also advancing the Digital Farmhand technology to be
used as an educational tool for STEM instruction, working
with Biofilta on potential collaborations between the two
systems (read more in the following article on page 14).

With funding from a DFAT investment, B I O F I LT A will
scope and trial Foodwall and FoodCube in two IndoPacific countries, allowing for testing and contextualizing
for local conditions. They’ve been collaborating or looking
into collaborations with fellow LAUNCH Food innovators
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I N N O VAT O R
C O L L A B O R AT I O N S

SEEDING M AGIC WITHIN
THE L AUNC H FOOD C OHOR T
L AUNC H FOOD H A S SEEN A N
UNPREC EDEN T ED NUMBER OF
C OLL A BOR AT IONS BE T WEEN
INNOVATOR S IN T HIS C OHOR T.

B I O F I LT A

has installed their Foodwall vertical
gardening system at the George Institute, where innovator
Bruce Neal (F OODS W I T C H ) is deputy executive director.
Bruce introduced Biofilta’s Marc Noyce to colleagues at the
Institute, and, Marc says, Bruce’s colleagues quickly came to
the conclusion that their office should have a Foodwall just
from hearing about it. “It was probably the easiest sale I’ll
ever come across,” Marc laughs.

HERE A RE JUS T A FE W OF T HE
C OLL A BOR AT I V E PROJEC T S IN
T HE WORK S:

For Bruce, the Foodwall provides a tangible (and delicious)
way for the George Institute’s employees to engage with
the organization’s healthy eating policies. “It’s all very
well having a [nutrition] policy,” Bruce says, “but how do
you make that policy real for people?” The answer lies
among the kale, lettuce, peppers, and herbs growing in
the garden beds on the Institute's rooftop. A couple dozen
Institute employees volunteered to maintain the garden
on a rotating schedule. Soon, some of that produce will be
incorporated into the meals they have catered for Institute
functions on a weekly basis. For now, much of it ends up in
common spaces for employees to take home for free. And
this small operation will be scaling up shortly: the Institute
has ordered three more Foodwall units for the rooftop. “It’s
fun, you know,” Bruce says. “And it makes it real for people.
They can see green stuff growing where before it was just a
big empty concrete space.”
Based on results of their initial install, the George Institute
have now decided to triple their garden size with a further
order to be delivered in October 2017.
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Salah Sukkarieh of the University of Sydney has been
discussing using his D I G I T A L F A R M H A N D robotic
agriculture technology in Biofilta’s school garden
projects. B I O F I L T A has been introducing their Foodwall
technology to schools around Melbourne since 2016.
While the Foodwall systems are a valuable way for young
children to learn about where food comes from, Biofilta’s
Marc Noyce acknowledges that “the humble community
garden isn’t particularly attractive.” Adding Salah’s robotic
technology, Marc says, “is a segue into schools that we’ve
never thought of.”

H A R V E S T P L U S has been in discussion with
TELENOR MOBILE Agriculture to potentially harness
Telenor’s network of farmers. Telenor’s Prosperous Farmer
(Khush’haal Zamindar) innovation is a mobile advisory
service tailored to the needs of rural farmers in Pakistan.
Farmers receive a daily call with information about local
weather conditions, livestock advice, and more. They
then have the option to dial in to the service for more
specific information. As more farmers start to use the
service, Telenor’s Habib Saqib says, the team is hoping to
integrate more nutrition advisories and advertising from
mission-aligned companies. In particular, HarvestPlus
is interested in harnessing Telenor’s platform — which
recently reached its four-millionth farmer — to raise
awareness of its biofortified high-zinc wheat.

“We’re looking for schools to grow great food for their
communities in a cost effective way,” Marc says, “and
[we’re also] able to offer the next phase — to work with
robotics to get kids involved in technology and urban
agriculture.”

Habib acknowledges that this will be a shift from the kind
of messaging farmers are used to. “A lot of focus here is
on growing maximum yield,” he says. “[There hasn’t] been
a lot of awareness about how fortified seeds can have an
impact.” However, based on feedback from the LAUNCH
Food Forum, the Telenor team has started thinking of
their service as a content hosting platform. This new
framing opens new opportunities for collaboration with
stakeholders like HarvestPlus and beyond.

Salah and his team have been striving to make the Digital
Farmhand technology as modular as possible so that it
can be integrated into a variety of different projects as
opportunities arise. The Biofilta opportunity, Salah says,
“shows the power of that modularity. The fact that there’s
a whole new type of growing platform and we can fit
ourselves into that.”
For Marc, learning about Salah’s work helped him realize
that robotics would be a valuable space for Biofilta to plug
into. “I don’t think we’d have [realized that] anywhere as
quick [if we] hadn’t been in this program with like-minded
people in complementary industries,” he says.
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INTERVIE W

TELENOR MOBILE
AGRIC ULT URE REDOUBLE S
FOC US ON FEM A LE FA RMER S
TELENOR’S PROSPEROUS FARMER SERVICE (KNOWN AS KHUSH’HAAL
ZAMINDAR IN URDU) IS A VOICE-BASED MOBILE ADVISORY SERVICE
TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF RURAL FARMERS IN PAKISTAN. FARMERS
RECEIVE A DAILY CALL WITH INFORMATION ABOUT LOCAL WEATHER
CONDITIONS, LIVESTOCK ADVICE, AND MORE. THEY THEN HAVE THE

HABIB SA

OPTION TO DIAL IN TO THE SERVICE FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION.

M

any LAUNCH innovators find and realize new
dimensions of their work through the LAUNCH
process. For innovators Habib Saqib and Obaid Khan
of Telenor Mobile Agriculture, the epiphany was that their
organization needed a renewed focus on — and engagement
with — Pakistan’s female farmers.

that would allow them to expand. Over the course of the
Forum, Beth’s advice was echoed by many more LAUNCH
network members. Lack of resources for female farmers,
Habib says, is not just an issue in Pakistan. “This is a global
issue, and there’s a lot of focus in developing countries,” he
says. “That’s where we felt like we want to give our initiative
more limelight. We want to create more awareness around
it.” Although the Prosperous Farmer team had already been
thinking about how to engage more with female farmers, the
conversations they had at the Forum made them realize that
this engagement needed to be a top priority.

The realization happened during a casual conversation at the
LAUNCH Food Forum in March. As he prepared to present his
innovation, Habib was chatting with Council Member Beth
Beck, an open innovation program manager at NASA. Habib
says that when he mentioned that 20 percent of Prosperous
Farmer users are female, Beth “was totally taken aback.”

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), 72 percent of women in Pakistan’s labor
force are associated with the agriculture sector. Furthermore,
more than half of Pakistan’s population lives in rural areas.
Female farmers in rural Pakistan are a huge — and largely
unrecognized — demographic. “Female farmers are not just
there for supporting their male counterparts,” says Habib.
“The entire [responsibility for] livestock, managing their

“She said, ‘You need to work on this — you need to make
sure that you get more than 20 percent female farmers
on board, and you need to make sure you have specific
content advisories for them,” Habib says. Doubling down
on this focus, Beth told Habib, would open doors in the
development sector, enabling them to create partnerships
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THE DECEMBER, 2017 L AUNCH OF TELENOR'S
FEMALE-FOCUSED ADVISORY SERVICE

AQUIB PRESENTS AT THE L AUNCH FOOD FORUM

milk and meat production — that responsibility lies with
the female farmers. Making the food choices within rural
households, there’s a lot of responsibility with the female
farmers as well.”

likely to be responsible for choosing what their families eat,
the advisories will cover nutrition as well. They’ll focus on
nutrition issues common among Pakistani children, like iron
and vitamin deficiencies. And there will be special nutrition
advisories for users who are expecting or who have young
children. “It’s an expansion of the content,” Habib says, “and
a remodeling of the user experience as well so the women
can find it much easier to use the service.”

And investing in women could pay huge dividends. The
FAO reports that if women in developing countries are
given equal access to agricultural resources, production on
women’s farms could increase by as much as 30 percent. This
could ultimately “reduce the number of hungry people in the
world by 12 to 17 percent, or 100 to 150 million people.”

The new service launched in December 2017 to praise from
government officials and industry stakeholders alike. “It
is a positive and encouraging step towards empowering
the Pakistani women as it extends the benefits of the
industry-leading Mobile Agriculture service Khush’haal
Zamindar to women in a more focused way,” says Punjab
Minister of Human and Labor Resources Raja Ashfaq Sawar.
“We congratulate Telenor Pakistan on the launch of this
exclusive, female-friendly service, and also thank them for
continuing to supplement the Government’s efforts for a
digital and empowered Pakistan.”

So what does a female-focused agriculture advisory look
like? One major difference is the interface. Users of this
new advisory will interact with a female voice instead of
the male voice used in Prosperous Farmer’s original service
offering, which will ultimately allow more women to access
the service. The advisories will be sent out in the evening,
when women are more likely to have access to the phone.
The content is different, too. Because female users are
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BEN: Tell me about Health Promoting Schools, and your
current work across schools in Fiji.
WENDY: Health Promoting Schools focuses on trying to create
an enabling and supportive environment for children to make
healthy choices. It’s a recognition of the importance of starting
early in life with children, and it builds off some of the key
principles of health promotion and also some of the frameworks
from WHO about health promoting settings such as churches
and villages and so on. In Fiji, the Health Promoting Schools
program has been operating in schools across the country for
a number of years. In the last 18 months, we’ve been working
collaboratively with the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of
Education here in Fiji to expand and strengthen the program.
BEN: What’s led the NCD problem in the Pacific to reach this
crisis point?
WENDY: It’s a combination of factors. There have been gradual
lifestyle changes happening in the Pacific Islands, perhaps
more rapidly than in other countries. We have growing rates of
obesity and changing diets, changing physical activity levels,
increased access to less healthy behaviors such as alcohol
and tobacco, and these have contributed to the growing rates
of NCDs. It’s not clear really why the Pacific Islands are more
heavily affected and experiencing such high rates compared to
many other parts of the world, but we do know that the four key
risk factors are diet, physical activity, tobacco use, and misuse of
alcohol. These are significant problems in the Pacific Islands.

NE T WORK
SPOTLIGHT

WENDY SNOWDON

BEN: Your 2013 report [finding a widespread pattern of
misleading or incomplete nutrition labeling on processed
foods in the Pacific] was groundbreaking. Have nutrition
labels been improved since your report?

W O R L D H E A LT H O R G A N I Z AT I O N

W

endy Snowdon works in the World
Health Organization’s Division of Pacific
Technical Support. Her work involves
designing, implementing, and measuring the
success of new strategies to combat the spread
of non-communicable diseases (NCDs). Wendy
advised LAUNCH on the design of the LAUNCH Food
challenge and helped review innovator applications.
LAUNCH team member Ben Kreimer interviewed
Wendy in November 2017. This interview has been
lightly edited for clarity and brevity.

WENDY: I think the accessibility and availability of appropriately
labeled processed foods is improving all the time. I think if
you’d done the same assessment 20 years ago, you would have
found that most foods were hardly labeled at all — there was no
nutritional information, or it was all in a foreign language that
you couldn’t understand. But now that is improving significantly.
So as you go around the region you do see that that change has
happened. There are still significant gaps, but I think that all of
the governments in the Pacific are recognizing the importance
of well-labeled food. What we are seeing increasingly now is
the phenomenal range of sourcing for these foods. Now we
import foods from every corner of the world. If you’d have come
15 years ago, it was pretty much Australia, New Zealand, and
maybe the US that were supplying food for the Pacific Islands.
But now, you can find products here from every country in the
world, really.
BEN: So what are some of the continued challenges?
WENDY: It puts quite a burden on the government, on the
Ministries of Health, who have authority to enforce the food
regulations to control the food supply. Because they have
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the responsibility to ensure that food is available, is
appropriately labeled, safe to consume, and so on. But the
more countries that comes from with different languages,
and the constant turnover of sourcing of goods puts quite
a lot more work on them, so they’re having to check a
lot more carefully and I think that’s only going to be a
continuing trend.

Services, the first priorities are NCDs, nutrition, mental
health, and the like. But there’s also this idea of the need
for a whole-of-society approach to reduce NCD risk
factors in the population. Given the diversity of the society
here, when you’re developing these programs to address
these NCD challenges, how do you weave in the different
cultures so that it’s relevant to everybody?

BEN: Part of our work across the four LAUNCH consumer
engagement projects is the reactivation of indigenous
knowledge around healthy eating. Given that the Pacific,
for the most part, doesn’t have a written history, are there
reliable places, spaces, or libraries that have stories
from the past about traditional foods?

WENDY: I think there are different layers of work that
you’re trying to do with a multi-sectoral approach. There’s
the policy layer, the setting layer, the community and
individual layers. Some of the things would be the same
regardless of ethnicity or geographic area — for example, if
you wanted to increase the price of soft drinks, it wouldn’t
really matter, it would be across the board. But I think
once you get down to the community-level work that
you’re trying to do at the individual level, that’s where you
have to make small adjustments to accommodate for the
particular dietary patterns, beliefs, practices, and so on.
But your overall goal is the same — that you’re trying to
change maybe what’s in the local store or what’s grown in
the garden. There’s just slight amendments going on, but
the overall delivery is the same.

WENDY: Yes, you’re right. It’s probably not really written
down directly by the people of the islands. It has often
been written down by visitors from outside. For example,
the early missionaries that came to some of the islands
have written stories about the foods they were given in
welcome, and so on. So there are stories that capture those
sorts of information from the perspective of an outsider. I
think there’s still a lot of passed-down information among
the generations about how you prepare foods and things
like that. A lot of that is still there, although it’s good now
that things are being written down so that they’re not lost
with the generation changes. Some of the agencies and
universities are really working quite hard to capture that
information in written form so that it is more preserved.
BEN: We’re in conversation with IBM’s AI (artificial
intelligence) for Social Good program — we’re looking at
using AI and machine learning to reactivate indigenous
knowledge. So for example, I asked the last question
partially because, to get into the AI space, you have to
have data to essentially feed it into the assistant. This is
very forward-thinking and experimental, but this concept
of taking indigenous knowledge and developing machine
learning around it as a way to make it accessible in
contemporary ways — is that something that sounds of
interest to you?
WENDY: Yes, I think it’s about making the traditional
practices palatable and easily accessible to all people.
So you can see the kinds of transitions that have been
happening. Initially it was just spoken word and people were
writing it down and it’s in the libraries, and now you can
access things online with documents that are accessible.
So I think it’s responding to the trends of how we access
information and find what we need. And that’s going to
transition as well, as people find information in different
ways. So I think it’s about responding to the needs.
BEN: In Tonga, you don’t have the kind of ethnic diversity
that you have here in Fiji. So looking at the Fiji’s national
strategic plan for the Ministry of Health and Medical

BEN: Do you have thoughts on areas that the LAUNCH
team should be concerned about? We hear a lot of positive
feedback, but very rarely do we get the concerns, the
harsher critiques perhaps, and those are very helpful
because we want the project to succeed.
WENDY: We all know that changing behavior is
phenomenally difficult. And we all expect that with children,
we can change their behavior more easily because they’re
less well-formed and habits are not really set. But they’re
also heavily influenced, even controlled, by their external
environment — particularly parents and other relatives and
so on. That may be one of the bigger challenges, showing
that the intervention doesn’t just target the child but also
influences the food that they’re given at home and in the
community. Some of the studies in Fiji about why children
eat what they eat — a lot of it is about, I saw it advertised
and things like that. But it’s also about, I saw my big sister
eat this, or my auntie said to eat this — it’s very much
around family and community influences. So unless you can
modify those influences as well, it’s hard for a young child
to initiate a discussion with an older, respected peer, to say
no, I think the apple is good, not the soft drink, or whatever
it may be. I think that’s a very challenging area.
We don’t have the magic bullet for tackling obesity and
poor nutrition and so on in children. We’re looking for
options that can start to sort of nudge them into the
right direction. So I think it’s going to be a combination of
approaches, and I think we need to be constantly looking
for new ways of engaging their minds, and really evaluating
what the impact of that is.
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LAUNCH

JACKIE SAUMWEBER AT THE L AUNCH FOOD FORUM

NE T WORK
SPOTLIGHT

JACKIE
SAUMWEBER

J

ackie Saumweber has served as a LAUNCH
Food Council Member since March 2017. Most
recently, she worked as a senior manager on
Walmart’s global food sustainability team. In that
role, she worked with government, nonprofits and
industry to develop programs that drive business and
address growing social issues. She also facilitated the
implementation of broader sustainability initiatives
across Walmart’s private brand business, such as
date labeling, packaging, and animal welfare.
As part of her role as a LAUNCH Council member,
Jackie helped connect and support our Food
innovators in their journey to scale. We asked
her how Walmart’s sustainability work relates to
nutrition and why it’s important to work across
sectors to solve global challenges.
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HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE YOUR ROLE IN THE
L ARGER FOOD SYSTEM?
Walmart aspires to help create a more affordable,
accessible, sustainable and healthier food system. To
do so, we have major initiatives underway involving
farmers, fisheries, agronomists, development
agencies, food manufacturers, environmental
nonprofits, food banks, nutritionists, schools,
community groups, government agencies and
producer associations, among others. We aim to use
our strengths – our expertise in food production and
distribution relationships with food producers and
suppliers around the world, billions of dollars in food
purchase orders, our stores and logistics network, as
well as our philanthropy – to collaborate with others
to bring about significant and lasting improvements
in the food system.
WHAT ARE THREE PRESSING FOOD SYSTEM
CHALLENGES YOU HOPE TO SEE SOLVED IN YOUR
LIFETIME?
Enhancing nutrition – With the rates of obesity
and nutrition-related illnesses rising around the
world, health advocates and officials are calling for
healthier eating options and better public education
on nutrition. It is important that we continue to help
educate families about nutritious eating and provide
tools to help them plan and eat in healthier ways. At
Walmart we have developed the “Great For You” icon
to help our customers instantly identify food options
that are better for them. It made its debut on our
Great Value and Marketside items in 2012 and also
appears on fresh and packaged fruits and vegetables
at Walmart stores nationwide.
Improving sustainable food production – The
practice of sustainable agriculture sits at the
junction of three pressing environmental issues: the

need to feed a growing global population in a way
that reduces GHG emissions and conserves the use
of water and land. According to the United Nations
and World Economic Forum, agriculture accounts
for approximately 70 percent of global freshwater
consumption and 30 percent of global greenhouse
gas emissions. Agriculture will need to become more
efficient if it is to meet the 20 percent improvement
in food availability by 2025 recommended by the
World Economic Forum.
Increasing access to affordable food – Even where
food is plentiful, it can remain inaccessible due to
lack of income, geographic barriers or because of
poor distribution networks.
YOUR WORK TOUCHES A RANGE OF DIFFERENT
SECTORS. WHAT’S THE IMPORTANCE OF CROSSSECTOR COLLABORATION?
It’s absolutely essential. Achieving multi-sector
goals and reaching inter-industry consensus
requires collaboration and collective action. In
many instances, by incorporating inclusive input and
reciprocal dialogue in our collaborative processes we
come to discover that we share common goals and
principles.
YOU’VE BEEN A COUNCIL MEMBER AND A
TECHNICAL ADVISOR FOR LAUNCH FOOD. WHAT,
TO YOU, IS THE VALUE OF BEING A PART OF THE
LAUNCH NET WORK?
LAUNCH is a valuable convener that facilitates
substantive idea sharing and innovative thinking.
The network provides an opportunity for a diverse
set of stakeholders, with an equally diverse set of
strengths and resources, to channel their efforts
towards a shared cause, with front-line innovators
leading the way.
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CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT

AN E XPERIMENT IN CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT,
DATA, AND STORY TELLING FOR SOCIAL GOOD

O

ur experience with the first LAUNCH
Food and LAUNCH Legends cycles
taught us that any global or regional
strategy around healthy eating must have
a consumer engagement element that can
play to the strengths of the technologies
of the time. That’s why the next step in our
program will be a pilot of four different
innovations with a consumer engagement
focus in the Pacific region.
Together with four of our LAUNCH Food
and LAUNCH Legends innovators, our focus
on the demand side of healthy eating in
the Pacific will ground us in solid evidence
and data, allowing us to understand
what techniques can be disruptive in this
realm.
At LAUNCH, we see consumer engagement
and demand creation as part of a broader
toolkit to change the lives of people in
target countries in the Pacific. We believe
creating a scalable toolkit for the region will
allow us to build a usable data set together
for the science and practice of consumer
engagement for social good. The four
innovators piloting LAUNCH’s consumer
engagement work each take different
approaches to disrupting nutrition, using
both emerging and traditional media.

ROBERT OLIVER:
The world-renowned chef will lead
PACIFIC ISLANDS FOOD REVOLUTION
(PIFR), a health education initiative
tailored to audiences in the Pacific
Islands that includes a reality TV
format, multimedia, and creation of a
social movement.
BRUCE NE AL:
FOODSWITCH is a smartphone
application launched by the Food
Policy Group at The George Institute
for Global Health, Australia.
FoodSwitch empowers consumers to
choose better foods, industry to make
healthier products, and government
to set effective policies by capturing,
cataloging, and profiling the changing
quality of a nation’s packaged and
restaurant food supply. Will trial in two
Indo-Pacific countries in 2018.
TA SH TAN (S1T2):
BE YOND THE STARS is a storytellingbased technology experience that
will empower school children in Fiji
to rediscover nutritional values and
healthy eating through an explorative
journey into their culture.
WIL MONTE (MILLIPEDE ):
OUR SECRE T ISL AND is a gamebased learning platform that will teach,
inspire and engage young children in
Tonga in healthy eating and traditional
foods through fun gameplay, music, and
culture.
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Across all four innovations, our
theory of action is that by instilling
communities with renewed pride in
their culinary history and traditions
and healthy ingredients, the game, VR
experience, TV program, and app will
inspire communities to consider the
effect food has on their livelihoods
and educate them about healthy food
choices and nutrition. Ultimately, this
will lead to a demonstration of the
underlying assumption that immersive
storytelling and data can be used to
influence the behavior of targeted
communities in the Pacific and lead
more nutritious eating behaviors.
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I N N O VAT O R
SPOTLIGHT

ROBERT OLIVER

T

he food of the Pacific Islands has always been close
to Chef Robert Oliver’s heart. Born in New Zealand,
Oliver moved to Fiji with his family when he was
about ten years old. “The first day we were there [...] we went
to the market in Suva,” he says. “It was the most amazing
market, and to me, it’s one of those great food destinations. I
just remember, it’s like I came alive in that moment.”

has been so daunting, it’s almost like everyone’s been
wanting that ray of hope. Instead of reiterating numbers
and problems, PIFR says “Actually, we can do something
about this,” in a very community-centered, grassroots kind
of way.
We’ve been carrying out stakeholder consultations in Samoa
and Fiji, and we’re about to do one in Vanuatu. There’s
just tremendous support for this project, and enthusiasm
— people saying this will lift all our initiatives, this will
energize the Pacific in a way that it hasn’t been energized
before. Not just around health but around food and identity
— viewers can see themselves in it, engaged in it, and that’s
really just incredible. It really comes from the heart.

Oliver has been an advocate for traditional Pacific Islands
cuisine throughout his career as a celebrity chef, author, and
TV presenter. When the LAUNCH team first interviewed him
for World Food Day in September 2016, Oliver had spent years
exploring the role that chefs can play in linking agriculture
to tourism in the Pacific Islands — chefs who serve tourists
in the region, he explains, have a unique opportunity
to boost regional economies. One year later, Oliver is a
LAUNCH Food innovator working on a new project: Pacific
Islands Food Revolution (PIFR), a health education initiative
tailored to audiences in the Pacific Islands that includes a
reality TV show and a multimedia campaign. LAUNCH’s
Kendra Yoshinaga caught up with Oliver to ask him about
how his work with PIFR could inspire a movement around
traditional healthy eating in the region. (The transcript has
been lightly edited for brevity and clarity.)

AND FOR READERS WHO MIGHT NOT BE FAMILIAR
WITH PIFR, CAN YOU TELL US WHAT YOU’RE DOING?
PIFR is designed and conceived to address the NCD crisis in
the Pacific. NCDs, non-communicable diseases, are diseases
related primarily to diet, to what we eat. The Pacific has
the worst NCD rates in the world. Diabetes, heart disease
— it’s actually affecting everybody, because if one person
is suffering, everyone’s lives are impacted. There have been
lots of amazing efforts happening, but they just haven’t
seemed to inspire people to act. The logic that PIFR was
conceived through is creating a cultural solution to the
problem.

TELL ME WHERE YOU ARE IN YOUR JOURNE Y. IT’S
BEEN A YEAR SINCE OUR LAST INTERVIEW — WHAT
ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS?

If people are eating traditional food, food that’s indigenous
to the region, we’d be much better off. Fast foods have
replaced what people used to eat here. When I grew up in
Fiji, we ate fish and fruits and greens and traditional foods.
That’s before this tsunami of junk foods came in. So the NCD
crisis is loosely aligned with the change in diet. That’s the
first realization that led to PIFR’s creation.

Pacific Islands Food Revolution is firmly on its way. We’ve
generated tremendous enthusiasm in the Pacific region.
I’m very confident that we’re going to get the support we
need to move the project forward fairly quickly. There was
a big meeting in Samoa called the Pacific Islands Leaders
Forum, and I got to host a lunch with ten of the Pacific
Prime Ministers. We got to screen the pilot of the show, and
the feedback was unbelievable. They really understood it.
The non-communicable disease (NCD) crisis in the Pacific

The second one is, there’s lots of information out there, but
people aren’t acting on it. So how do we create excitement
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and enthusiasm for that?
The other thing is, people are tired of being told what to do,
and so we didn’t want to create a project that felt like an
agenda. We’ve gone on the route of entertainment: television
and social media are the big players in the entertainment
space in the Pacific, along with some of the very traditional
media like radio and print media. What we’ve designed is
a consumer engagement/ social movement project, and
one of the key components is a reality TV cooking show
for the whole Pacific region where contestants are given
challenges — you have to cook for 100 rugby players in
half an hour, for example. The challenges in this show
highlight interesting local initiatives. School-run programs,
for example, experts in nutrition and cultural knowledge.
We give contestants traditional knowledge and ask them to
cook to that knowledge.
In the pilot, we had medical students as contestants, and
they were talking about their futures as doctors. They
were saying things like “In the future, maybe we won’t be
prescribing medicine — we’ll be prescribing recipes.” It was
very powerful for them. It actually felt really sad for them
because they realized that they’re the ones who will carry
the burden of treating NCDs. It’s going to become their
responsibility.

shape our project around those challenges so that we’re
presenting solutions to those specifically.
The cool thing about reality TV is you have contestants in
it, and contestants are cast in certain way so that sectors of
communities relate to a certain contestant: “That’s like my
cousin,” or “I’m like that,” or “She reminds me of my mother.”
There’s this kind of identity buy-in. So the casting of this is
really important so that we cover as many relevant sectors
of societies as we can. So the individual level really happens
partly through the contestants and then through the access
to the media — whether it’s covering it, repeating it, social
media-izing it. And eventually people end up thinking “This
is something we can do in our own backyard.”

So, the TV show is one part. We’re also designing a whole
other toolkit of consumer engagement modalities. It will
obviously be social media-heavy because that’s where
everyone’s sitting, but the Pacific is not high-tech. Even
though we want to have emerging technology, I think SMS
and radio will be big players in this project. We have a lot
of research to do, but we’re trying to simplify things and not
make it data-heavy — make it very solution-focused, make
it celebration-focused.
YOU MENTIONED THE CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT
PIECE — LET’S DIG INTO THAT. HOW HAS
YOUR THINKING SHIFTED AROUND CONSUMER
ENGAGEMENT?

HOW HAS LAUNCH PLAYED INTO ALL OF THIS? WHAT
HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THE PROCESS, AND
WHAT KIND OF CONNECTIONS HAVE YOU MADE?
DFAT brought me into LAUNCH, but then LAUNCH brought
me into DFAT. Just going through the process was really
high value to me because I had to distill all my thinking into
actionable project mode. To me, that was the big output.
Also, the community of thinking that LAUNCH provided was
really high value, just being able to talk to people who think
globally and put these tangible projects into motion.

How do we get everyone involved in this, across all
demographics, all age groups, all sectors of society in
a way that we create new narratives and offer new tools
for behavior change? Consumer engagement just by itself
means engaging a community. We’re still thinking it through
ourselves, as well. A lot of listening has to happen.
Right now we’re going to all the people involved in wellness
initiatives and challenges in the region — the World Health
Organization, various ministries of health, the school
programs, the United Nations Development Programme. We
now need to look into who the community influencers are,
and elicit their engagement. We already have a clear sense
of some of the challenges and the barriers to wellness. We’ll

And on a personal note, I just feel really well supported. I’ve
been battling away on this project for three years — putting
it here, trying it there — and now I’m in a process where a lot
of that is curated with me. For me personally, once I was in
the LAUNCH community, I felt that this was real.
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WAT C H

TIMOR-LE STE 360˚/ VR FILM
ON SUBSISTENCE FARMING

T

he visually dramatic landscapes of TimorLeste are a remarkable window into the
lives of those who live at the front lines
of sustainable development. Some 60 percent of
Timorese are subsistence farmers.
In late 2016, LAUNCH and the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s
innovationXchange (DFAT iXc) traveled to the
Southeast Asian island nation of Timor-Leste
as part of the LAUNCH Innovation OnRamp, an
innovation capacity-building project where we
showcased innovations from the Pacific region.
Along the way, we documented the work of
food innovators in the cities of Dili, Baucau,
and rural villages using 360˚ and virtual reality

storytelling tools. Thanks to these cutting-edge
technologies, people can now witness these
innovators’ efforts from thousands of miles
away. These technologies can also inspire young
people in the regions hardest hit by malnutrition
to work together to shift food systems reignite
pride in traditional diets and transform public
health outcomes.
On the next page, watch Eating With The Seasons,
our 360˚/VR film on food innovation in TimorLeste. You’ll meet entrepreneurs like Fernando
Madeira and Jonathan Kempeneer of non-profit
permaculture farm naTerra; Alva Lim of Agora
Food Studio; and Chef Caesar Lourdes, one of the
leaders of Timor-Leste’s slow food movement.
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CLICK TO
WAT C H

E AT I N G W I T H
THE SE ASONS
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O

ne of the food innovators attending the LAUNCH Food
Innovation Onramp was Dora Rossi, head chef and coowner of Paddles Restaurant and Milani Cafe in Samoa.
LAUNCH Director of Engagement Davar Ardalan asked her how
she brings healthy eating into her work in her restaurants.
D O R A : Tālofa, hello! My name is Dora Rossi — I live in Samoa,
in the South Pacific. I am a chef and a mother, and I have been
invited here to [LAUNCH Food] Innovation Onramp because
I want to share my knowledge as a chef. I am passionate
about farm-to-table menus, I apply farm-to table-menus in
my restaurant and my cafe back home in Samoa — I think it’s
very important to give back to the community, and I really love
healthy cooking.
D AVA R : So take us inside your kitchen — what ingredients do
you use, and what excites you about your work?

DOR A R OS SI W I T H C HEF C E S A R LOUR DE S AT T HE
L AUNC H INNOVAT ION ONR A MP IN T IMOR-LE S T E .

D O R A : Every morning I wake up and I go to the market and I
actually handpick my produce that I will use every day. I really
love doing that because I get to talk to the farmers and I get
to mingle with them and I get to choose hands on the amazing
produce that they have in Samoa. I like to take it back and
experiment with my boys, my chefs, and I love for them also to
give me feedback on what they like to use, also because they
are locals they were brought up using this produce and we like
to experiment and we like to encompass that into our everyday
menus.
D AVA R : We’ve been hearing about the importance of bringing
back pride to traditional food. Tell us about your challenges in
your communities around traditional food.

NE T WORK
SPOTLIGHT

D O R A : The challenges that we face in Samoa are malnutrition,
but also overnutrition — people are eating cheap fatty meats
instead of eating fresh fish, which is readily available, so my goal
as a chef and as a Samoan citizen is to educate people in terms
of how they can change their diet and utilize the local produce
which is amazing, and it’s right there, instead of importing and
using Western food, which is probably not as healthy as the food
that we have in our country.

DOR A ROSSI

D AVA R : What are some ways that you would like to see a
community built around the Pacific, around food and nutrition?
D O R A : After attending the seminar today I do already have
some amazing ideas that I would like to take home. I am thinking
about changing the eating patterns in schools in Samoa.
Children in Samoa do not have lunches or eat healthy lunches,
so I am thinking about perhaps creating mobile canteens that
we can take to schools so that we can offer a healthy choice to
children. A healthy choice to me would mean a happier lifestyle
as well for me to enjoy.
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We want the food system in the Pacific to be
safe, to be healthy, to be adequate. No imports."
MER EI A VOL AVOL A , FOR MER LY OF PACIFIC
ISL ANDS PRIVATE SECTOR ORGANIZ ATION
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WHAT DOE S THE FUTURE
OF FOOD LOOK LIKE?

Throughout the LAUNCH Food and LAUNCH Legends
process, we asked network members to answer a

EMIL BL AUER T
WNE AT

question: WHAT DOES THE FUTURE OF FOOD LOOK

Edible, delicious, beautiful,
democratic. It’s for people,
and it’s not a system.

LIKE? They told us how increased industry transparency,
consumer agency, and more can lead to a more equitable
food system and a more joyful food experience.

CL
L II C
CK
K TT O
O
C
WAT C H

ROBER T OLI V ER
C HEF
A healthy, happy,
independent Pacific
region, and I see this
being activated through
pride of local food.

A S H O R T F I L M C R E AT E D
DURING THE L AUNCH FOOD
FORUM IN SAN FR ANCISC O,
M A R C H 2 0 17.

GR AC E MURIUK I
UNI V ER SI T Y OF QUEENSL A ND
We’re going to have better food in terms of nutritional
outcomes, it’s going to be clean in terms of good for the
environment, and it’s going to be fairer — that means it’s
ethically produced, we’re thinking about every player in
the whole system. So good, clean, and fair food.

JAC K IE SAUMWEBER
FORMER WA LM A R T
I see a future where people
don’t fear food, but love food.
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BE V P OS T M A
H A RV E S T PLUS
I can’t bear the fact that we have two billion people on
our planet hungry. And another two billion suffering
from obesity and diabetes. I would love to imagine a
future where we can solve this through innovation,
technology, and just being good to the earth.

MEREI A VOL AVOL A
FORMER PAC IFIC ISL A NDS
PRI VAT E SEC TOR ORGA NIZ AT ION
We want the food system in the Pacific to be
safe, to be healthy, to be adequate. No imports.

A NGEL A MC K EE
SA N FR A NC ISC O UNIFIED SC HOOL DIS T RIC T

CATARINA ENGLUND
IK E A

We’re able to be a community of joyful leaders. Meaning
that we all have access to food that tastes great, that
protects our bodies, and that allows us to feel cared for
by our communities through the act of eating.

Accessible, healthy, and
joyful food for the many
people.

JULIE T T E WI T T IC H
NC DFREE
I’d love to see young people finding healthy, sustainable
food systems exciting. I think that’s a good challenge.
More than anything else, a real humanization of food,
and food as identity and celebration rather than
something that’s a great evil or a great cure.
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KEEP UP WITH OUR WORK
Y O U C A N F I N D U S AT
W W W.L AUNCH.ORG
FACEBOOK AND T WIT TER: @L AUNCHorg

INTERE S TED IN WORKING WITH US?
Email kendr a@launch.org
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